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Weekly Newsletter from 17-21 November 2014

From the bottom of my heart

Dear Members,

From 15 October to 15 November, in one month or in the last 20 trading days the market
moved up a lot. Who expected this to happen? Everyone in wall-street were so afraid when
S&P started falling sharply and trading around 1820. From that level S&P moved over 220
points; Dow moved up 1810 points and Nasdaq100 moved 511 points. I think if anyone
entered the market or bought S&P when it was trading around 1820 then they must have
already gained over 15% returns in 20 trading days without doing anything much.

I would like to put few points here:

Most of our weekly newsletter members are focusing on the medium and longer term
strategy because they trust 100% our view on medium and longer term. In the last 18 years
most of our longer term predictions got fulfilled and all thanks goes to the Astro-cycles. Even
though people trust our call’s we are not sure how many bought positions in the market when
S&P was collapsing during mid-October? We don’t know how many started buying when we
sent alerts that Dow is ready for a 1000 point rally!

I know it is the most difficult thing to buy during a fearful environment because investors start
analyzing what will happen next; start focusing on news; and start reading more articles and
experts views. Once the market turns around we feel that we missed an opportunity and start
waiting and hoping that it will come down and we will buy it.

This situation is clearly present for common humans (I believe over 93% people will act in
same manner). The remaining 7% think differently. These percentage’s are from the 12 zodiac
signs. Only one zodiac will act differently and the people of the other 11 zodiac’s will have the
same thought process. Out of the 7% many are leveraged traders and they will be out due to
sharp rise or fall, and some will buy and will get out quickly and only 2% will trade right and
out of that 2% they will only be able to hold onto their positions if they are going through
lucky cycles.

Let’s not go far, let’s take the last three years example: We came out with a very strong
prediction of S&P moving towards 3200 when it was 1100. How many bought S&P or stocks
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in 2012 and are still holding positions? I don't think anyone, even though they trust our work,
even though they believe somewhere in their heart that our predictions may come true.

I always write all these notes so that you can get aware about the future coming time through
our astro cycle; and the astro cycle is the most amazing theory as it provide’s us with a vague
picture of what will happen in the future and most of move in commodities, currencies and
stocks market trend were provided very accurately by these astro cycles, but I think that not
many were able to take complete advantage of it.

It is difficult to take advantage because there are so many external factors which influence
traders or investors. Luck factor plays also plays a major role. I have talked so many times
about the luck factor and I believe that it is the most powerful hidden factor which plays a
major role in each and every one’s life. I can write a whole book about the luck factor and
may write one, one day. At this stage you have to watch yourself very closely, and you should
start analyzing yourself; what you are doing; what went wrong; and what you should have
been done. You have to pin point your every negative or positive move. Self-analysis will help
make you a better trader or investor.

I always recommend spending time alone in the morning; it is a type of mediation. It helps
bring awareness and self-realization. Take a cup of tea, coffee or juice etc. and sit alone in a
quiet place in the morning before you start your day. Please spend 5 to 15 minutes alone with
yourself before you start your day and I am sure you will have a new beginning in life. You
have to bring the SUN (soul), MOON (mind and thought) and MERCURY (intelligence or
knowledge) together because if these three get together than you will start rising above the
normal crowd or masses. You will be different and you actions will be very timely. You will
have more confidence and your results will be far better.

I dedicated and surrender my whole life to this non-conventional subject, and you don’t
know how many difficulties and humiliations I have faced during the early stage’s to
convince people that this is an amazing subject and I still face many challenges. None of the
major media or many of you even feel scared to talk about my work to anyone. You feel
that people will laugh at the fact that you are following the astro cycle to invest in the
market.

Let me tell you, I started study of this subject when I was nine years old; today I am 47. I
started investing market at the age of 18 with Rupee 700 ($20 that time). At age 24 I decided
to use the astro cycle to predict the markets trend and in 1995 I was 100% ready to predict
the trend of financial market and the “Technology/internet/computer/telecommunications
related stock bubble coming” was my first major predictions of 1995.

From 1995 till today the astro cycle has provided us with the most amazing predictions, and I
am sure that in the future coming time this subject will provide many great predictions so get
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ready and plan your strategy well. Make money and share money with friends, family, society,
community and the needy.

In next week I will only write about Saturn’s transit and what direction the market will get
from Saturn.

Let’s talk about the market now. Here is this week’s newsletter from 17-21 November 2014:

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS

Volatility over last week clearly indicated that all is not
in gold. Prices started moving aggressively in both
directions which is indicating that big investors have
started placing big aggressive bets to turn the market
in their favor with the intension of either getting out
from their positions or to minimize loses on book by
the end of the year.

Gold and silver never traded stable since Jupiter changed
house which is not good news for metals at all. It doesn’t matter whether gold rebounds 10
to 50 dollar in an aggressive move because the overall trend won’t be good. Gold has to give
stable performance on a positive astro cycle otherwise it will be very difficult for metal
investors to make money in the medium and longer term.

The current movement of gold, silver and metal stocks is clearly indicating that this market is
for short term traders or investors. It will be very difficult for medium and longer term
investors to make money in gold.

Traders who can move in and out quickly with astro support and resistance points can make
money in short term trades. In the last two years most of the astro points worked very well
so either you become a short term trader or wait for our final call for the investment point.

At this stage gold has been holding $1143 and this is a good level to buy but remember that
if gold starts trading below $1143 and close’s below this level for two days then it will surely
bring disaster in gold and silver prices.

Overall commodities are struggling and we were able to predict weakness very accurately in
commodity and commodity stocks. There is no doubt that funds that have invested in
commodity related areas must be suffering huge setbacks.

This week precious metals will trade mixed to weaker, so short term traders can take selling
positions on the higher side. It will be very difficult for gold to break $1205 at this stage. On
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the lower side gold will hold $1243. On Monday and Wednesday gold and silver will trade
negatively and the same kind of trend will continue in base metals.

On Thursday and Friday once again metals will try to recover from lower levels. Metal stocks
will remain in a weaker direction so no buying is recommended. Silver will follow gold.

If Gold and silver trade positively on Monday and Tuesday it will surely be a positive indication
for the next two weeks, though the higher side will still remain limited.

Here is Monday’s range: (December 2014 contract):

GOLD: $1197.80 to $1177.00

SILVER: $16.61 TO $15.95

COPPER: $306.80 TO $301.00

PALLADIUM: $780.00 TO $764.90

PLATINUM: $1231.30 TO $1208.10

INDEXES

Last week indexes traded mixed, and the USA market
traded in a tight range. Japan, India, Hong Kong and
China traded positively. Last week the USA market
traded around the most important astro level of
2037. For four days in row S&P closed around 2037
which is very interesting. Early this year we
predicted S&P to move towards 2130 and we are

still hope that this will happen but one should take a
risk for the shorter term to target this range.

Most corporates have announced earnings and this week a few important companies like
HOME DEPOT, TYSON FOOD, GREEN MOUNTAIN, BEST BUY, TJX, TRAGET, STAPLES, WILIAM’S
SONOMA, DOLLAR TREE, LOWE’S INTIUT, and ROSS STORES announced their earnings. We
see most companies will announce positive results so one can take some buying positions for
the short term.

Apple, Microsoft, Yahoo, biotech names and financials have performed extremely well in
2014, and these sectors are still our favorite. When we recommended buying Apple around
$383, we targeted it to reach $1500. After splitting our target is $200 and we are hopeful that
Apple will achieve this. Last week Apple’s valuation got closer to $670 billion. Apple has a
higher value than all the Euro zone banks.
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Last week we mentioned that after watching the market for two year’s Bull Run, it became
clear that either you invest in index’s or index based ETF’s or you can buy index based stocks.
A well diversified portfolio will always make money during a bull market.

At this stage we recommend holding positions in stocks and indexes. Tech stocks started
performing well which is great news for NASDAQ. Saturn moving in Scorpio can support tech
stocks in a big way but I would like to wait for one more week. We recommend holding
positions in tech stocks and NASDAQ.

Don’t go against the US
market, don’t buy the
European market, but add
more positions in Nikkei,
China and the Indian
market. Add more Nikkei on
any weakness and S&P
should move higher.

On Monday we see see the
market moving higher after
weakness and the same
kind of trend will continue
on Tuesday. On Wednesday
a both side trend will
remain and on Thursday
Friday S&P and most of the
markets will move towards
a new high. This week and
next week the markets will
remain mixed but from mid
next week an aggressive
upside move will start in
equities and the market
may move non-stop until
the third week of
December.

At this stage 2037 will remain an interesting trading point and on the down side we don’t see
S&P moving below 2015. After this week some profit booking will come for few days in early
next week but after that aggressive upwards move it may come and S&P should hit 2130 by
mid-December.
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Uranium stock prices made a huge upswing during last week. It surprised many including me.
Most stocks moved 20 to 30% higher in the last seven trading days. For the last two years we
have been stating that from November 2014 onwards uranium stocks will have the most
unique bull market. Read our monthly uranium newsletter very carefully.

Here are Mondays’ ranges: (December contracts)

HONG KONG (cash) – 24261 to 23980

NIKKEI – 17599 TO 17293

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 8420 to 8343

CAC – 4212 TO 4165

DAX – 9317 TO 9181

DEX EURO STOXX – 3068 – 3015

FTSE – 6660 TO 6609

FTSE/JSE (Cash) – 45389 to 44905

S&P – 2046.50 TO 2028.50

NASDAQ – 4242.50 TO 4201.25

RUSSELL – 1183.00 TO 1164.00

DOW – 17670 TO 17539

THIRTY YEAR BOND

Thirty year bond will move in a mixed direction. We are
not recommending any short for the short period.
Longer term shorts and put options is recommended.
TMV will trade in range, land onger term call options
will be the right bet.

This week we see Thirty year bond will trade positively
and may cross 143 level. Great selling opportunity from

143 and above. We don’t see bond prices going above 138
level under any circumstances.
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On Monday and
Tuesday a mixed
trend will continue
but buying is
recommended
around lower levels.
On Wednesday we
may see a huge
upside move and this
will be the right day
to sell on any rise. On
Thursday and Friday
we see a mixed
momentum taking
place. End of
December TMV should be in your buying list.

Monday trading range (December contract):

TREASURY BOND – 142-07 TO 141-06

SOFT COMMODITIES

Last week soft commodities traded negatively. This week
the same kind of trend will continue. We are not
recommending any aggressive trade at this stage but
surely buying in coffee and cotton will provide you with
good returns on a medium term basis. Coffee is the one
commodity which held value very well during 2014, in
fact it outperformed most commodities. We still see a

positive trend continuing in coffee so stay long, don’t short
coffee.

Lumber, cocoa, sugar and orange juice will keep moving lower so stay away from any new
buying. These softs are trading negatively and will remain weaker. In 2015 lumber will
perform well so within a few weeks one should start building up positions in lumber.

Cotton should bottom out around current levels, so buying is recommended in cotton on any
weakness on Monday and Tuesday.
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Overall commodity will trade mixed to negative and softs will also get affected by the -overall
negative trend of commodities.

Monday trading range: (December/OCT 2014 Contract)

COFFEE: $194.60 TO $189.30

COTTON: $61.10 TO $59.00

SUGAR: $16.11 TO $15.75

GRAINS

Last week corn and wheat traded positively as
predicted, wheat gained more 10% and which big
move for any commodity. Don’t short both these
grains but at this stage we are not recommending any
new buying because both these commodities moved
up sharply as predicted in the last two weeks. Soy,
meal and soy oil are struggling as predicted.

We are still not recommending any trade at this stage in
grains during this week.
Trading in and out in
grains will remain the best
strategy for the next two
weeks.

From Monday once again
higher side selling
pressure will come. On
Tuesday and Wednesday
both side moves will come
in grains and on Thursday
we see recovery coming
back. On Friday once again
selling pressure will come
around the higher side.

Overall this week the astro combinations are showing a directionless week for grains so avoid
any positioning trading.

Monday’s trading range (December 2014 contracts):
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CORN: $387.00 TO $375.50

WHEAT: $569.00 TO $552.00

SOY: $1045.50 TO $1010.50 (Jan-15)

SOY MEAL: $388.00 TO $375.30

SOY OIL: $32.60 TO $31.90

ENERGY

Last week oil was trading crazily, oil stocks also went
down and gas stations were lowering gas prices. This is
great news for USA consumers but not for oil producing
countries. After four years oil broke $75.00. I still
remember our weekly newsletter from three months
ago in which we predicted the death of oil and stated
that it may touch $20 in the longer term. In that article

we also mentioned that traders and investors should get
out from longer term oil positions.

We are very not optimistic about the medium term trend in oil but surely some ups and down
will come in the short term. As mentioned above that the current market situation of
commodities is purely favoring short term traders not investors because of volatility as well
as an uncertain future.

OPEC actions can have an impact for a few days but the medium term trend will remain
uncertain. We recommend staying away from any positioning trades.

On Monday we see selling pressure will come around the higher side ranges so stay away
from any buying. On Tuesday also the same kind of trend will continue. We strongly
recommend staying away and watching our predicted lower side target of $72.78. Around
this price one can take some buying positions with stop-loss of at 72.00. On the higher side
oil will find it very difficult to hold above $77.68 level. Energy stocks will trade mixed.

On Thursday and Friday both side movement will continue so trade in and out as per the daily
predicted ranges which are available in the daily flash news.

Monday’s trading range (December 2014 contracts):

OIL: $78.73 to $74.45 (Jan 2015 contract)

NATURAL GAS: $4.20 to $4.04 Jan
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HEATING OIL: $2.4500 TO $2.3800

RB GAS: $2.0720 TO $2.0100

CURRENCIES

Last week currencies traded mixed, and our higher side
target of this year has almost been achieved. Year this
year we predicted that US dollar Index may move
towards 88.80 and last week it almost touched that level.
We still see strong movement continuing in USD but now
one can book profit on the higher side. We don’t see Euro
going below 1.18 at this stage in the short term but in the

longer term Euro will still keep trading negatively.

After S&P predictions, selling euro remained the second best predictions. In fact this year
most of our recommendations have done very well. This week Euro and most currencies will
trade mixed. In the last few weeks we recommended buying emerging market currencies and
we are still recommending adding more positions in emerging market currencies on any
weakness on Monday. We see emerging market currencies closing on a positive note.

As mentioned many times previously that Euro is heading towards disaster and the same
prediction we hold even today. We are not recommending any buying in Euro, Franc and Yen
at any level. Surely one can book profit as we are towards the year end and many big traders
would like to close currency positions by the end of November and specially when they are
sitting with huge profit.

During last week we recommend taking positions in Rand, Real, Rupee and Peso. Close all
positions in the emerging market if you have any against Euro, Franc and Yen.

Australian dollar and Canadian doll will trade mixed during this week, and we are not
recommending any new positions but cover shorts on Wednesday if you have any.

Euro, Franc, Yen and Pound will keep trading lower, but they will keep bouncing from lower
levels. At this stage Euro will hold value at 1.2257, once Euro take out 1.2257 then expect
1.1838 level rapidly. Franc, yen and Pound will follow Euro. At this stage we recommend
selling euro on any rise. We don’t see Euro going above 1.2688 so take the opportunity of
selling around this level.

British pound will keep trading lower during this week so selling on any rise is recommended.

Monday and Tuesday currencies will trade mixed, late Tuesday or early Wednesday one can
sell Euro, Franc and Pound and hold this week.
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Monday’s trading range: (December contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 87.89 to 87.28

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.8740 to 0.8651

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.8900 to 0.8815

BRITISH POUND – 1.5720 to 1.5611

EURO – 1.2578 to 1.2454

JAPANESE YEN – 0.8629 to 0.8555

SWISS FRANC – 1.0480 to 1.0380

RUPPEE – 61.79 to 61.45 (Spot)

RAND – 11.19 to 11.01 (Spot)

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma

16 November 2014, 3.00 pm Santa Barbara

Final note:

We are not recommending any shorts in market

Avoid any aggressive buying positions in any commodities as still negative time is not over

Europe and China will start showing positive sign

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


